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Chapter 1

General Introduction
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1.1 Introduction — potentials of nanomaterials

If there were a time machine, what time would you go to? If I had, I would definitely

go to the future because I can never imagine the future society in detail, even for the

next decade. Perhaps, many amazing gadgets, which seem impossible from our current

scientific knowledge, would be invented in the 22nd century. Actually, the technology

has been advancing very rapidly beyond our expectation.

In history, great pioneers have opened up a new prospect to overcome the technolog-

ical limitations. For example, the development of Haber-Bosch process, which is un-

doubtedly one of the most famous technological innovations, enabled us to immobilize

nitrogen atoms and solved the food problem in the early 20th century. In the middle of

20th century, transistors and other semiconductor devices were invented, which brought

the large development of computers. Recently, computer science has developed dramat-

ically. Last year, an artificial intelligence defeated a professional player in the game of

Go,[1] which was considered extremely hard and unachievable for decades. This work

will enable us to create a new society model, in which computers or robots do brain

works instead of human.

What is common in all the technological innovations is that they were brought by

discovering new natural phenomena. Indeed, catalytic activity of iron yielded the de-

velopment of Haber-Bosch process, the establishment of carrier transport theory led to

inventing of semiconductor devices, and the advanced algorism allowed us to improve

the artificial intelligence systems. In other words, if we find and utilize new natural
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phenomena, new scientific or technological field will be created.

From these viewpoints, nanomaterials such as nanoparticles, nanosheets, nanorods

and so on, have been attracted great attention due to their novel properties. For exam-

ple, gold nanoparticles have catalytic activities[2–5] or magnetic properties[6–8] although

the bulk gold is an inert metal and does not show chemical reactivities or magnetic

properties. It is also remarkable that their properties are strongly dependent on their

structures, because of the quantum effects. For instance, the characters of semicon-

ductor nanomaterials can be tuned by their sizes or shapes.[9–12] The properties of a

graphene are known to depend crucially on its edge structures.[13–15] In other words,

these facts suggest, that we can find and control the novel properties of nanomateri-

als if they are constructible in atomic scale from the bottom-up approach. In order

to construct a nanomaterial from the bottom-up strategy, suitable building blocks are

required.

Recently, nanoclusters, which consist of several to several hundreds of atoms or

molecules, are drawing attention for good candidates of the building blocks.[16–19] The

reason why nanoclusters are so good candidates for utilizing as building blocks will be

described in the next section.

1.2 Superatom nanoclusters

1.2.1 Origin of magic number behaviors

As mentioned above, nanomaterials have unique properties which do not appear in

bulk or atoms. In the case of nanoclusters, the properties are more sensitive to their
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sizes, even to the number of atoms, mainly due to the two reasons: the geometric and

electronic shell structures.

For example, nanoclusters consisting of xenon atoms (Xen) have been known to be

stable when n = 13, 55, and 147.[20, 21] This behavior originates from the factor of ge-

ometric structure to minimize the surface energy. At these numbers of atoms, the Xen

cluster can form a close-packed icosahedron structure and satisfy the shell-closing con-

dition. Therefore, an additional xenon atom disfavors to connect with these icosahedral

clusters and to break the symmetry. Because of the peculiar stabilities, the Xe13, Xe55,

and Xe147 nanoclusters are called as “magic number clusters”. The concept of magic

number is one of the crucial keys to understand the properties for nanoclusters.

Magic number behavior is caused not only by the geometric effect, but also by

the electronic confinement. Because the electronic states of nanoclusters are discrete,

the electronic structure gives another magic number condition, especially for metal

nanoclusters.[22] Knight et al. observed mass spectra of sodium clusters (Nan) and

found the peak steps at n = 8, 20, 40, 58, and 92,[23] similarly to mass spectral be-

haviors for the Xen clusters. They also found the almost same behavior for potassium

nanoclusters (Kn) at n = 2, 8, 20, and 40.[24] Altogether, alkali-metal nanoclusters show

a different magic number series from the rare-gas nanoclusters at n = 13, 55, 147.

In the case of metal nanoclusters, valence electrons are delocalized and shared among

all the atoms, and therefore the electronic state can be described as a jellium model.

The electronic levels in jellium-like potentials were already well-known.[22] According to

the calculation, 2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58, 68, 70... electrons can satisfy the 1s, 1p, 1d,

2s, 1f , 2p, 1g, 2d, 3s... electronic shell closing.[22, 25] These numbers correspond to the
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noted magic number of alkali-metal nanoclusters very well. Therefore, we can conclude

that the electronic shell model is useful to understand the magic number behavior and

properties of metal nanoclusters.

1.2.2 Magic number and superatoms

The concept of magic number is applicable to other nanoclusters and brings us an

idea of superatoms. Leuchtner et al. evaluated the magic number behavior of aluminum

cluster anions (Al−n ) by observing chemical reaction with oxygen.[26] As a result, Al13
–

and Al23
– clusters showed extremely high stability in the range between n = 5 and 24.

In addition to the fact that 13 is one of the geometric magic numbers, these clusters

satisfy the electron shell closing; the numbers of valence electron in Al13
– and Al23

– are

estimated as 13 × 3 + 1 = 40, and 23 × 3 + 1 = 70, respectively, both of which satisfy

the magic numbers of the jellium model.[26] Furthermore, they also evaluated their

properties for cationic conditions, revealing that Al13
+ and Al23

+ showed no magic

number behaviors, while Al7+ were stable against oxygen because of the jellium shell

closings with 20 electrons.[27] This experimental result indicates that some clusters prefer

a particular charge state.

From the other perspective, these clusters can be regarded as a large atom, so-called

“superatom”. That is, Al13 and Al23 act as halogen atoms and Al7 acts as an alkaline

metal atom. As mentioned above, one can switch the reactivities of the superatoms by

only changing their charge states, thereby superatom nanoclusters have a great potential

to utilize as new building blocks for nanomaterials.[16, 17, 28, 29]
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1.2.3 Binary nanoclusters

In addition to the single component nanoclusters, many magic number clusters con-

sisting of multi elements have been discovered. Metal-encapsulating silicon nanoclusters

(M@Si16, Figure 1.1 left) are one of the most interesting binary nanoclusters. M@Si16

Figure 1.1 (Left) A molecule model of Ta@Si16
+. Sixteen blue spheres show Si

atoms and a central green sphere shows a Ta atom. (Right) Relationship between

the superatomic behavior of M@Si16 and the central atom.

nanoclusters were experimentally discovered and demonstrated to have magic number

behavior by Koyasu et al.[30, 31] M@Si16 nanoclusters have opened up new approaches

for constructing silicon-based nanomaterials because not only they are silicon-based

and high symmetric clusters, but also their properties can be optimized by changing

the central metal atom. For example, M@Si16 nanoclusters containing a group 4 metal

atom exhibit rare-gas-like superatom behaviors because each atom bears four valence

electrons, which results in 68 electrons closed-shell structure (Figure 1.1 right).[30–35] On
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the other hand, group 3 and group 5 metal-encapsulating nanoclusters show halogen-

and alkali-like nature, respectively, because the excess or missing electron satisfies the

electronic closed-shell structure.[30, 31, 34] Because of these properties, M@Si16 nanoclus-

ters have been expected to construct functional hetero-complexes.[36, 37]

Ligand-protected metal clusters are also attractive binary nanoclusters because they

are stable enough to be synthesized in liquid phase, and of course they also exhibit novel

properties. Actually, a series of magic number clusters have been precisely isolated and

their geometric structures have been also revealed.[38–42] The large scale synthesis of

ligand-protected nanoclusters have allowed us to evaluate many properties, such as

optical, magnetic, and catalytic ones.[4, 5, 28, 43, 44]

As described above, binary nanoclusters can exhibit various properties none of which

appear in the single-component nanoclusters due to the versatile combination of com-

ponents, which opens up a wide outlook for the nanomaterial science.

1.3 The purpose of this thesis

The nanoclusters have been expected to be utilized as nanomaterials and their prop-

erties have been precisely examined by many experiments in the gas phase. However,

there are few successful examples of applying them into actual devices. This gap be-

tween the basic science and technology is largely caused by the difficulty of immobilizing

clusters without any destruction or aggregation. Because of this difficult problem, the

properties, including their geometric and electronic structures, of deposited clusters

have been hardly observed, which also limits the advances of nanocluster technology. In
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order to advance the nanocluster technology for the nanomaterial applications, it has

been investigated that the geometric and electronic structures of deposited nanoclus-

ters using photoelectron spectroscopies, because their electronic properties are crucial

to describe the functionality of optical and electric properties.

At first, I focused on three thiolate-protected gold (Au:SR) nanoclusters,

[Au25(SR)18]–, Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60 (R=C12H25), because all of which

geometric structures were already evaluated in atomic scale.[38–40, 42] It is expected

that geometrically well-defined clusters enable us to discuss the relationship between

geometric and electronic structures in details. The Au:SR nanoclusters were deposited

as a monolayer film to a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface through

Langmuir-Blodgett method in order to avoid the charge up during photoelectron spec-

troscopies. After producing thin films of nanoclusters, their electronic structures were

evaluated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron

spectroscopy (UPS), which are powerful methods to evaluate the electronic structures

of surfaces. In this way, I have revealed the relation between the electronic states and

geometric structures for these nanoclusters.

As mentioned above, the thiolate-protected gold nanoclusters have been attracted

great attention. However, their properties are strongly modified by the interactions

caused by core cluster and ligand protection. Therefore, the assembly of “naked” clus-

ters are important for material science, especially for utilizing their superatomic nature.

For this reason, I also focused on metal-encapsulating silicon clusters, in particular,

tantalum-encapsulating silicon cage clusters, Ta@Si16, because of the novel characteris-

tics described above.
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Since “naked” Ta@Si16 nanoclusters should be more reactive than ligand-protected

nanoclusters, their deposition has to be done in vacuum condition. In order to estabilsh

the methodology, I developed at first the new deposition system for these nanoclusters,

and revealed the physcial and chemical characters of deposited nanoclusters by using

XPS and UPS.

This thesis is composed of six chapters as follows.

Chapter 2 presents the experimental principles and apparatus of XPS and UPS sys-

tem. The development and evaluation of cluster generation apparatus were also de-

scribed.

Chapter 3 describes the XPS investigation for Langmuir-Blodgett films of thiolate-

protected gold nanoclusters, of which geometric structures were well-defined, and dis-

cussion about the relation between geometric and electronic structures. XPS results

from core level were consistent with the geometric structures of clusters. The size- and

structure-dependence was clearly found by observation of valence electronic states.

Chapter 4 describes the chemical characterization of Ta@Si16 cluster, which is one of

the metal-encapsulating silicon cage clusters. Ta@Si16 was generated in gas phase and

deposited on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface, and then its chemical

states were evaluated by using XPS. The results indicated each silicon and tantalum

atom has uniform chemical state, showing Ta@Si16 maintains its original cage structure

after deposition on HOPG. Its chemical stability was also revealed by examining its

robustness against oxygen exposure and heating treatment.

Chapter 5 describes the chemical properties of Ta@Si16 deposited on a C60 film on
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HOPG by XPS and UPS. The results showed that the Ta@Si16 acts as an alkali-like su-

peratom and forms superatomic complex (Ta@Si16)+C60
– with C60 via a charge transfer

(CT). The results also showed that the superatomic CT complex exhibits highly chem-

ical and thermal robustness.

Finally, in Chapter 6, all the results and the conclusions of this thesis are summarized.
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2.1 Development of cluster generation system

In previous studies, M@Si16 nanoclusters were generated by the double laser vapor-

ization method.[1, 2] The double laser vaporization method is a method of generating

clusters composed of two different elements from two independent laser vaporizations.

In this method, clusters which contain two metal elements at any mixing ratio can

be generated.[3] Moreover, it is capable for refractory metals, including molybdenum

and tungsten.[4] However, laser vaporization is not applicable to engineering procedures

such as nanodevice fabrication, mainly because of the limited scalability. In order to

fabricate size-selected nanoclsuters for nanoapplications, highly intense nanocluster ion

sources are required.

Haberland and his co-workers have developed an intensive nanocluster source based

on direct-current magnetron sputtering (MSP) method combined with a gas flow cell.[5]

Compared to the laser vaperization method, the generation of highly intense nanocluster

beam has been achieved by the MSP method due to the wide scalable area of te sput-

tering targets and the high average discharge energy.[6–8] In this study, I constructed a

new apparatus, which is composed of a cluster synthesis apparatus using MSP method,

a quadrupole mass spectrometer, and a deposition chamber. With the newly developed

apparatus, nanoclusters can be mass-selected and deposited onto a substrate with mass

spectrometry, and transferred to a photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) system under the

ultrahigh vacuum.
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2.1.1 Principle of magnetron sputtering

The basic mechanism of cluster generation by MSP is as follows: accelerated argon

cations (Ar+) sputter a cathode target disk, and the vaporized atoms and ions from

eroded mateirals are cooled by helium (He) gas, and transported along with their ag-

gregation. The scheme is shown as Figure 2.1. In order to sputter the target efficiently,

Figure 2.1 The schematic diagram of MSP. In the left figure, the situation of

sputtering is drawn. The magnetic field lines trap electrons, which attract the Ar+

ions. The right figure shows the image of synthesized nanoclusters.

a permanent magnet is set behind the sputtered target disk. The magnetic field lines

from the center to edge of disk trap the electrons near the sputtring target, and the

electrons attract the Ar+ ions.
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2.1.2 Quadrupole mass spectrometer

A quadrupole mass (Q-mass) filter is composed of four parallel rod-like electrodes as

shown in Figure 2.2. Each opposed rod pair is connected electrically, and applied a

� ��������

Cluster ion beam

x

y

z

Figure 2.2 Structure of a Q-mass filter. The z axis shows the direction of cluster ions.

combination of radio frequency voltage with a direct-current offset voltage. When the

voltage ±(U + V cos(ωt)) is applied for each pair, an electric field appears inside the

poles and cluster ions feel the Coulombic potential.

As shown in Figure 2.2, the z-axis is defined along the center line of the four electrodes.

When a cluster ion is introduced into the Q-mass, it feels the Coulomb potential from

the normal direction of z-axis. With controlling the U , V , and ω, only a particular ion

which has specific ratio between mass and charge (m/z) can pass through the filter. If

the ion passes through the filter, it can be detected and counted as ion current.
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Since the electric field φ is equal value in all direction, φ can be described as

φ = φ0(λx2 + σy2 + γz2). (2.1)

This φ satisfies

∆φ =
(

∂2φ

∂x2 + ∂2φ

∂y2 + ∂2φ

∂z2

)
= 0 (2.2)

because of the Poisson’s rule. From equations 2.1 and 2.2,

λ + σ + γ = 0 (2.3)

is acquired. Considering that the length of electrodes are long enough than their inter-

vals, the electric field of z-axis can be approximated to be constant, resulting in γ = 0

and λ = −σ. By letting λ be 1
r 2

0
, equation 2.2 can be described as

φ = φ0

r 2
0

(x2 − y2) (2.4)

and, if the given voltage of rods are ±(U + V cos(ωt)), φ can be represented as

φ = U + V cos(ωt)
r 2

0
(x2 − y2), (2.5)

and the electric field in every axis is evaluated as

Ex = −∂φ

∂x
= −(U + V cos ωt) 2x

r 2
0

, (2.6)

Ey = −∂φ

∂y
= (U + V cos ωt) 2y

r 2
0

, (2.7)

Ez = −∂φ

∂z
= 0. (2.8)

Therefore, the equations of motion for the particle, of which mass and charge e are e

respectively, derived as

m
d2x

dt2 = −2e(U + V cos ωt) x

r 2
0

, (2.9)

m
d2y

dt2 = 2e(U + V cos ωt) y

r 2
0

, (2.10)
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m
d2z

dt2 = 0. (2.11)

These results reveal that the particle vibrates periodically in the x- and y- direction

while it doesn’t feel any forces in the z- direction. By substituting each parameter for

ξ, a, q with the relationship of

ξ = ωt

2
, a = 8eU

mr 2
0 ω2 , q = 4eV

mr 2
0 ω2 , (2.12)

the equations 2.6 and 2.7 are given as differential equations,

d2x

dt2 + (a + 2q cos 2ξ)x = 0 (2.13)

d2y

dt2 − (a + 2q cos 2ξ)y = 0 (2.14)

where these formulas have been known as Mathieu equation. These formulas were

already solved as follows:[9]

x = α′eµξ
+∞∑
−∞

C2se2isξ + α′′e−µξ
+∞∑
−∞

C2se−2isξ, (2.15)

y = −α′eµξ
+∞∑
−∞

C2se2isξ − α′′e−µξ
+∞∑
−∞

C2se−2isξ. (2.16)

These result means that an ion can pass through if x is limited even when the time is

too large (ξ → ∞, x ↛ ±∞), otherwise the amplitude becomes larger and ion beam

diverges.

Here β is used for these equations where µ = iβ, they are represented as

x = α′
+∞∑
−∞

C2s cos(2s + β)ξ + α′′
+∞∑
−∞

C2s sin(2s + β)ξ, (2.17)

y = −α′
+∞∑
−∞

C2s cos(2s + β)ξ − α′′
+∞∑
−∞

C2s sin(2s + β)ξ. (2.18)
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These results indicate that the formula gives a stable solution when µ is a pure imaginary

number.

For these results, the stable region of (U, V ) can be represented as Figure 2.3. With

� �������	
���

U/V = 0.1678

mass scanning

U

V

x,y- stable region

increasing m/z

Figure 2.3 x, y-stable region of Q-mass spectrometer.

increasing the ratio U/V , the stable region gets narrower, therefore each ion is mass-

selected well. In particular, the mass scanning line go along the peak tops of stable

regions when U/V = 0.1678, that is, if you increase U and V with maintaining the ratio

U/V = 0.1678, the highest mass resolution will be achieved.[10]

2.1.3 Scheme of cluster generation and deposition system

An overall schematic diagram of the nanocluster generation and deposition system

is shown in Figure 2.4. At first, nanoclusters can be generated in the MSP source.

Then, the synthesized nanoclusters are guided by octopole ion guide (OPIG), which is a

powerful tool for guiding ion beams by operating the r.f.-field.[11] After that, cations or

anions are selectively deflected by an ion bender and precisely mass-selected through a
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Figure 2.4 The schematic diagram of cluster generation system.

Q-mass filter, finally deposited onto a substrate with controlling their deposition energies

by tuning the bias voltage of the substrate.

2.1.4 Evaluation of apparatus

With this apparatus, silver nanocluster cations (Ag+
n ) were generated, where the mass

spectrum is shown in Figure 2.5. As shown, Ag+
n can be generated up to the high mass

regions (m/z of thousands) and mass-selected with an atomic level. Note that the scale

bar in the spectrum shows the ion intensity of 100 pA, which corresponds with about

2.3×1012 clusters/h. If one nanocluster occupies a deposited area of 1 nm2, nanocluster

deposition with the average ion current of 400 pA for 1 hour brings the total deposition

area of 10 mm2, which is enough for spectroscopic ananlysis. In this way, the ability of

nanocluster generation was evaluated by Ag+
n nanocluster generation.
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Figure 2.5 Typical mass spectrum for silver nanocluster cations (Ag+
n ) obtained

by the developed apparatus.

In order to evaluate the mass resolution precisely, nanocluster generation for TaSin, of

which mass interval is smaller than Agn, was also performed. At first, tantalum-silicon

binary nanoclusters were synthesized in the cationic condition (Figure 2.6). As you
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Figure 2.6 Mass spectrum for tantalum-silicon binary nanocluster cations (TaSi+n ).
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can see, all nanoclusters were separated with an atomic level, and Ta@Si16
+ showed

extremely strong peak in the mass spectrum. This result demonstrated not only that

the developed apparatus has enough resolution for mass-selection, but also that Ta@Si16

nanoclusters show a magic number behavior even when synthesized by the MSP method.

Note that the ion current is also high enough for producing a nanocluster film.

Interestingly, when tantalum-silicon binary nanoclusters were synthesized in anionic

condition, Ta@Si16 nanoclusters didn’t show magic number behaviors (Figure 2.7). This 32
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Figure 2.7 Mass spectrum for tantalum-silicon binary nanocluster anions (TaSi−n ).

experimental result also demonstrate that Ta@Si16 prefers a cationic condition.

Whether the nanocluster were deposited without destruction or not was also evaluated

by spectroscopic methods. Details are described in Chapter 4.
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2.2 X-ray Photoelectron spectroscopy

2.2.1 Photoelectron spectroscopies

When the light is irradiated to material, an electron can abosrb the photon energy and

emit to the outer side, if the energy is large enough to escape the Coulombic potential

barrier. The emitted electron is called as a “photoelectron”. Photoelectron spectro-

scopies (PESs) are experimental methods to evaluate electronic structures of materials

by measuring the kinetic energy and intensity distribution of the photoelectrons. In the

PES studies, various excitation lights are available, depending on research purposes.

In this study, X-ray (MgKα, 1253.6 eV) and vacuum ultraviolet light (HeIα, 21.22 eV)

were mainly used. The photon energy of X-ray is large enough to put the electrons out

from core levels so that X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is useful for core level

photoemission. On the other hand, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) is a

powerful method to detect the electronic structure of valence band. In particular, UPS

results are very sensitive to the surface because the kinetic energy of photoelectrons in

UPS is about several tens of eV, giving the small escape depth.[12, 13] This relationship

between the energy of photoelectrons and the escape depth has been known to be de-

scribed as so-called “universal curve”.[12, 13] In detail, experimental principles of XPS

are described below.
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2.2.2 Basic principles

As mentioned above, XPS is a powerful tool to reveal the electronic states for core

level. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic diagram of photoemssion caused by an X-ray. The

���
�

ν

Figure 2.8 Mechanism of photoemission caused by X-ray irradiation. As an ex-

ample, a photoemission from 2p core level is shown.

relationship between binding energy of an eletron from Fermi level (EB) and kinetic
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energy (EK) of photoelectron is given by

EB = hν − EK (2.19)

where hν is the photon energy. Because the EB is dependent on elements and core

levels, XPS is often used for elemental analysis. That is, XPS peak positions represent

the kinds of elements and the intensity ratio represents chemical composition. From this

viewpoint, XPS is also called as Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA).

Moreover, XPS measurements alllow us to evaluate the chemical state information be-

cause the binding energy of core level also reflects on local chemical environments.[14–18]

Basically, the binding energy shifts toward deeper when an atom is oxidized because the

electrons feel the Coulomb potential from the atomic nucleus strongly,[15–17] although

there are some exceptions.[19, 20]

2.2.3 Photoelectron spectroscopy system

The photoelectron spectroscopy system is shown as Figure 2.9. The system is con-

nected to the cluster generation system, so the measuring sample can be transferred

under vacuum. In this study, photoelectrons were detected using a hemispherical elec-

tron analyzer (VG SCIENTA, R-3000) for XPS and UPS photoemission angles of 45◦

and 0◦ with respect to the surface normal, respectively.

The schematic diagram of the hemispherical analyzer is shown in Figure 2.10. The

hemispherical analyzer consists of two hemispheres, the inner one and outer one. When

a voltage V is applied between these hemispheres, the electric field ϵ is generated and
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Figure 2.9 Schematic image of the apparatus for photoelectron spectroscopy.

described as

ϵ = V R1R2

R 2
0 (R2 − R1)

(2.20)

where R1 and R2 represents the radius of inner and outer hemisphere respectively, and

R0 represent the average of R1 and R2 ( = (R1 + R2)/2). If the kinetic energy of

photoelectrons is Ep, which is defined as

eϵ = 2Ep

R0
, (2.21)

the centrifugal force balances the Coulomb attraction, hence the electron can pass

through the analyzer and be detected (by a CCD camera, in this apparatus). This

value Ep is called as pass energy, and from the equation 2.20 and 2.21, Ep is given as

the equation 2.22.

Ep = eV(
R2

R1
− R1

R2

) (2.22)

In actual experiment, there is a slit width of entrance w and angle dispersion of
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α

Figure 2.10 Sectional view of a hemispherical analyzer.

photoemission 2α as shown in Figure 2.10, producing the distribution of detective pho-

toelectron energies. The distribution becomes prominent when the ratio between w and

R0 is large, therefore the resolution of hemispherical analyzer ΔE is described as the

equation 2.23.

ΔE =
w

2R0
Ep (2.23)

As shown above, the resolution ΔE depends on the pass energy Ep, which is de-

termined by the voltage between two hemispheres, V . For this reason, the voltage V

has to be fixed to be constant during XPS measurements. In order to detect various
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energies of electrons, therefore, the electron lens is set before entrance of analyzer and

photoelectrons can be decelerated by the lens.

2.2.4 XPS analysis method

For accurate discussion, precise XPS analysis is required. In particular, the peak

deconvolution and area estimation must be determined objectively. In this part, I

describe how to treat and evaluate the XPS results.

2.2.4.1 Determination of backgrounds

Subtraction of a background from spectrum is principal but difficult problem.[21]

In order to estimate the background component precisely, a famous hypothesis was

supposed by Shirley in 1972.[22] That is, the backgrounds was occurred by inelastic

electron scatterings of which numbers are proportional to peak intensity. Recently, this

method of background determination for XPS has been widely adopted.

As a simple example, imagine that there are two peaks, α and β in a XPS spectrum,

having no peak widths (Figure 2.11). According to the Shirley’s model, the performed

background l3 can be separated to two components; l1 and l2, which are produced by

inelastic electron scatterings derived from peak α and β, respectively. Note that the

height of each background component is proportional to the intensity of corresponding

peak. Considering that an actual XPS peak has some peak widths such as schematically

drawn in Figure 2.12, background estimation is not so simple but the basic idea is same.

In the Figure 2.12, a background intensity at position x (B(x)) is proportional to
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Figure 2.11 Schematic drawing of a XPS background determined by Shirley’s method.
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Figure 2.12 Scheme of a Shirley background determination. J(x), B(x), Q(x)

shows the photoemission intensity, the background intensity at the position of x,

and the peak area between kb and x, respectively.
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the peak area between the position of x and kb, described as Q(x). Because the B(x)

converges on a and b at x = ka and kb respectively, B(x) can be represented as equation

2.24.

B(x) = (a − b) Q(x)∫ k

x

[J(t) − B(t)] dt

+ b (2.24)

In XPS analysis, the backgrounds were determined by calculation based on this

Shirley’s model.

2.2.4.2 Origin of XPS peak shapes

In addition to the estimation of background, the peak broadness must be accurately

determined as well. As mentioned at section 2.2.3, the peak broadening due to the

resolution of hemisperical analyzer are inevitable in principle. Furthermore, MgKα X-

ray has a half width of 0.65 eV,[23] which also broadens the original peak and form a

Gaussian shape.

Besides, extremely short lifetime of core hole brings the peak energy distributions

due to the uncertainty principle. If there are no more interactions, the peak broads in

accordance with the Lorentzian function. However, if a density of electrons near Fermi

level is high, many valence electrons are excited during the photoemission process,

resulting in a peak shoulder at the higher binding energy region.

This effect was evaluated and formulated by Doniach and Sunjic as

Y (E) =
Γ(1 − α) cos

{
πα

2
+ (1 − α) tan−1 E − E0

γ

}
{(E − E0)2 + γ2}

(2.25)

where Y (E) is a photoelectron yield function-spectral line shape, Γ is a gamma funtion,

E0 is a center of peak position,γ is a natural width of peak, and α is a singularity
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index.[24]

In this study, the conbolution integral of Gaussian function and the Doniach-Sunjik

function was used for each XPS analysis.
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Chapter 3

Structure Dependence of Electronic

States in Thiolate-Protected Gold

Nanoclusters
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3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, metal nanoparticles (NPs) and nanoclusters have at-

tracted a great deal of attention because of their potential application to magnetic,

optical, electronic devices, and catalysts.[1, 2] One of the most important issues of these

nanoclusters is that their properties are controllable not only by their constituent el-

ements, but also by their sizes. Among the metal NPs, gold NPs protected by thi-

olates have been studied most extensively with regard to synthesis methods, size-

dependent properties, and functionalization,[3–8] which are relevant to thiolate-protected

gold surfaces and interfaces, including self-assembled monolayers of organic molecules

on gold.[9, 10] Thiolate-protected Au (Au:SR) NPs have been successfully synthesized

with high monodispersity,[11–21] and various of their properties, such as optical,[11–15]

electronic,[11, 16] magnetic,[17–19] and catalytic,[20, 21] have been investigated, none of

which appear in the bulk form. In order to reveal the origin of the size specific prop-

erties, it is crucial to investigate the size dependence of their electronic structures.

Although systematic studies of the electronic structure of Au:SR NPs have revealed a

size dependence of the charge state of the Au atoms, the valence band energy levels,

and the hole density in the Au 5d band,[22–28] the origin of these size-specific properties

is still under debate. For example, Au 4f levels of Au NPs was known to shift higher

binding energy, but the origin was unknown. Zhang and Sham observed the Au 4f

with changing the size of alkanethiolate-capped Au NPs and insisted that the energy

shift is occurred by increasing d-holes.[27] On the other hand, Tanaka et al. observed
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the same phenomenon with changing the size of dodecanethiolate-passivated Au NPs

and insisted that it is occurred by final state effect,[24] which is likely ascribable to

a poor understanding of the correlation between their geometric and electronic struc-

tures. Recently, Au:SR nanoclusters with a well-defined “size” and “chemical composi-

tion” have been successfully synthesized, and as a result, a series of stable nanoclusters,

so-called magicnumber clusters have been isolatecd.[5–8] Among them, the geometric

structures of [Au25(SR)18]–, Au38(SR)24, and Au102(SR)44 nanoclusters were identi-

fied by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD).[29–32] Au144(SR)60 is the second most

common of the magic-number Au:SR nanoclusters. Although the single-crystal XRD

analysis of Au144(SR)60 has not been reported yet, there are extensive discussions about

its geometric structure based on the combination of various experiments and quantum

chemical calculations.[33] These achievements enable us to establish a correlation be-

tween electronic and geometric structures at the atomic level. Indeed, some of the

properties of Au:SR nanoclusters, such as their magneto-optical and photoluminescence

properties, have been reconsidered based on this geometric model.[5] In this study, by

using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), we have studied the electronic states of

three different sizes of Au:SR nanoclusters having well-established geometric structures,

[Au25(SR)18]–,[29, 30] Au38(SR)24,[31] and Au144(SR)60
[33] (R = C12H25), each with a

single atomic composition [see structural models in Figure 3.1(a)–(c)]; their size and

structure dependences are discussed from the atomic viewpoint.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Core-Au

Shell-Au

S

R: SC12H25

Au25(SR)18
Ncore = 13
Nshell = 12

Au38(SR)24
Ncore = 23
Nshell = 15

Au144(SR)60
Ncore = 114
Nshell = 30

Figure 3.1 Geometric structures of (a) Au25(SR)18, (b) Au38(SR)24, and (c)

Au144(SR)60 (R=C12H25). Red, orange, and green speres represent core-Au, shell-

Au, and S atoms, respectively. The alkyl chain groups (R) are omitted for simplic-

ity. The number of core-Au and shell-Au are shown as Ncore and Nshell, respectively.

Reprinted with permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Negishi,

Y.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Size and structure dependence of electronic states in

thiolate-protected gold nanoclusters of Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60

}. Copyright {2013} American Chemical Society.
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3.2 Experiment

3.2.1 Sample preparation

The apparatus and principle of photoelectron spectroscopy were described in Chapter

2. In this section, the experimental manipulation of sample preparation is explained.

Single composition Au:SR nanoclusters of [Au25(SR)18]– (abbreviated as Au25(SR)18),

Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60 have been synthesized by the Brust method[34] with

a little modification. Isolation of each nanocluster was confirmed by matrix assisted

laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry and ultraviolet/visible absorption spec-

troscopy based on the reported spectra.[35, 36] The Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) method has

been employed to fabricate uniform and monolayer films of Au:SR nanoclusters on a

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate which is suitable to analyze the

valence band structures of the Au nanoclusters supported on the substrate, because the

density of state of HOPG near the Fermi level is very low and nearly constant. The

HOPG substrate was cleaved in air and heated up to 700 K in ultra high vacuum (UHV)

for 20 h before use. To prepare LB films, nanoclusters of Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, and

Au144(SR)60 were dissolved in 56 µM dichloromethane, 20 µM chloroform, and 25 µM

chloroform, respectively. These solutions were carefully spread onto ultrapure water in a

trough with subsequent evaporation of solvent and compression of the nanocluster into

a monolayrer film (USI Corp., FSD-50). The cleaned HOPG substrate was carefully

contacted to the monolayer film of nanoclusters at a surface pressure of 10 mN/m and

immediately introduced into an UHV chamber through a load lock. All XPS measure-
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ments were performed under UHV condition with a base pressure of <2 × 10−8 Pa.

The X-ray source using the Mg Kα line (hν = 1253.6 eV) was irradiated on the sample

at an incident angle of 45◦. Photoelectrons emitted at 45◦ from the surface normal were

collected by a hemispherical electron analyzer (VG Scienta, R-3000). The samples were

well connected to ground to avoid a sample charging as a result of electron emission

during X-ray irradiation. It was carefully verified that there were no effects of X-ray

irradiation on the XPS spectra for all samples.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Analyses of core-level XPS spectra

At first, Au 4f XPS spectra were measured and shown in Figure 3.2. For reference,

the XPS spectrum of Au(111) clean surface was also measured and shown at the top

of the Figure 3.2. With decreasing the cluster size, the Au 4f peak shifted toward the

higher binding-energy and broadened relative to that of Au(111).

In order to reveal this spectral difference, the peak parameter of Au 4f was firstly

evaluated by the XPS analysis of Au(111) based on previous X-ray photoemission

studies.[24, 25, 37] At first, a Shirley background was evaluated and subtracted from the

spectra before analysis, and the Au(111) spectrum was deconvoluted into two compo-

nents, the bulk Au atoms (solid lines) and the surface Au atoms (broken lines) with

an energy separation of 0.28 eV. Every peak component was described by convolution

of a Doniach-Sunjic line shape with a Gaussian to represent the instrumental energy

broadening (ΓG). The Doniach-Sunjic line shape is characterized by a Lorentzian (ΓL),
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Figure 3.2 Au 4f XPS for the three nanoclusters. Black circles show the original

XPS data. Solid- and dotted-lines in the spectra represent the components derived

from core-Au and shell-Au, respectively. The Au 4f spectrum of Au(111) clean

surface is also shown as a rererence, in which solid- and broken-lines also represent

the bulk- and surface-components, respectively. Reprinted with permission from

{Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Negishi, Y.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Size

and structure dependence of electronic states in thiolate-protected gold nanoclus-

ters of Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60 }. Copyright {2013} American

Chemical Society.
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which occurs from the short lifetime of excited state, and the singularity index (α).

From the peak analysis, ΓG, ΓL, and α of Au 4f spectrum have been evaluated to be

0.75 eV, 0.56 eV, and 0.02, respectively. The separation due to the spin-orbit splitting

peaks of Au4f7/2 and Au4f5/2 was found to be 3.67 eV with a branching ratio of 4:3.

Based on these results, the XPS analysis of the Au:SR nanoclusters was performed.

Because the core-Au and shell-Au should have different chemical environments,[24, 25]

it is reasonable to deconvolute the XPS spectra of Au:SR nanoclusters into two compo-

nents originating from core-and shell-Au atoms. As shown in Figure 3.1, Au25(SR)18,

Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60 have a common motif and consist of two components;

bulk-like Au core and molecular-like shell layer of S(R) [ Au S(R) ] n oligomers with

different length (n = 1 and 2). After deconvolution has been performed by changing the

energy position of the core- and shell-Au components using the ΓG, ΓL, and α values de-

termined by Au(111), the Au 4f spectra of the Au:SR nanoclusters have been separated

clearly into two components as shown in Figure 3.2, in which the solid- and dotted-lines

represent the photoemission from core- and shell-Au atoms, respectively. Note that the

intensity ratio between core- and shell-Au was fixed to the value of Ncore and Nshell,

which is estimated from the counted number of core- and shell-Au atoms, as shown in

Figure 3.1. On the other hand, all of the S 2p spectra, which is shown in Figure 3.3,

can be fitted well by considering only a single component with a common peak width

(ΓG = 0.75 eV and ΓL = 0.58 eV), energy separation (1.20 eV) and branching ratio

(2:1). The results also support that the deposited nanoclusters maintain their original

structures in the LB films without no oxidization or desorption of ligands. The obtained

parameters of XPS analysis are listed in Table 3.1. One can think that photoemission
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Figure 3.3 S 2p XPS for the three nanoclusters. Black circles show the original

XPS data. The red solid lines in the spectra represent the component derived

from S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2, respectively. Reprinted with permission from {Ohta,

T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Negishi, Y.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Size and

structure dependence of electronic states in thiolate-protected gold nanoclusters of

Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60 }. Copyright {2013} American Chemi-

cal Society.
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from core-Au must be further divided into two species: the one is from surface of core-

Au atoms which have a connection with one sulfur atom, and the other one is from the

central core-Au atoms which don’t connect with any sulfur atoms. Strictly speaking,

these Au atoms should appear as different peaks. However, all XPS peaks were already

well-fitted although the core-Au was regarded as a single component. This means that

the difference between two types of core-Au is too small to be evaluated quantitatively

by this experimental setup.

Table 3.1 Energy positions of Au 4f7/2 and S 2p3/2 determined by the peak analysis

Nshell/Ncore Au 4f7/2(core) (eV) Au 4f7/2(shell) (eV) ∆4f (eV) S 2p (eV)

Au(111) 84.08

Au144(SR)60 0.263 84.25 84.52 0.27 162.5

Au38(SR)24 0.652 84.30 84.73 0.43 162.8

Au25(SR)18 0.923 84.30 84.79 0.49 162.9

The fitting result for Au 4f spectra shows that the shell-Au component has a larger

binding energy about 0.5 eV than that of the core-Au, which is consistent with previ-

ous studies on monodispersed Au NPs.[23–25] This result suggests that the surrounding

thiolate sulfur atoms more effectively extract electrons from shell-Au atoms rather than

from core-Au atoms. Moreover, on reducing the cluster size, the energy positions of

both core- and shell-Au components in the Au 4f spectra shift toward the high binding

energy side relative to that of the bulk Au(111). A similar tendency of energy shift to

the higher binding energy is seen in the S 2p spectra. If the energy shift is caused by

the electron transfer from Au to S, Au 4f and S 2p spectra should shift in the opposite
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directions each other. Therefore, the observed energy shift is considered to be mainly

attributed to the effect of a core hole left to a nanocluster immediately after photoe-

mission, so-called the final-state effect.[38, 39] When a photoelectron is emitted by the

excitation light, the photohole left behind in the nanoclusters within the time scale of

the photoemission process lowers the kinetic energy of the photoelectron through the

Coulomb interaction, which results in the apparent energy shift to higher binding energy.

The final-state effect would play a significant role in the present Au:SR nanoclusters

supported on the substrates because of the week interaction between the nanoclusters

and the substrates through the thiolate molecules, and become more spectacular for

smaller clusters, as shown in the present result. This effect makes it difficult to discuss

the size dependence of the absolute chemical shift both in Au and S atoms.

3.3.2 Analyses of valence-band XPS spectra

Now, we can evaluate that the Au:SR nanoclusters maintain their geometric strucu-

tures in the LB film on an HOPG surface. Then, their valence electronic states have

been evaluated. It is remarkable that photoelectrons from Au can be derived from a kind

of buried surface beneath the alkyl chain layer, because Au atoms of thiolate-protected

gold nanoclsuters are surrounded by long alkyl chains. In general, the kinetic energies

of photoelectrons in the UPS measurements are several tens of eV, which is around the

minimum point of the universal curve;[40, 41] the probe depth of the UPS measurements

is too short to provide proper information on valence electronic states. In contrast

to UPS, XPS can probe electronic states of the Au atoms because photoelectrons are

emitted with the kinetic energy of over several hundreds of eV; the photoelectrons from
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buried surface can be involved more efficiently.

Figure 3.4 shows Au 5d valence-band XPS spectra of the three Au:SR nanoclusters

and the Au(111) clean surface. Two components originating from 5d3/2 and 5d5/2 lev-
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Figure 3.4 Au 5d XPS of the three nanoclusters and Au(111) clean surface. Ap-

parent spin-orbit splitting widths (Δ5d) as marked are also shown. Reprinted with

permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Negishi, Y.; Eguchi,

T.; Nakajima, A. Size and structure dependence of electronic states in thiolate-

protected gold nanoclusters of Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60 }. Copy-

right {2013} American Chemical Society.
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els split by a spin-orbit interaction are clearly visible in all spectra, and the apparent

spin-orbit splitting width ∆5d decreased on reducing the cluster size, which exhibits a

similar tendency to that reported for monodispersed Au nanoparticles.[23–27] Size de-

pendent electronic properties of monodispersed Au nanoparticles have been studied by

changing the mean diameter in the range from 1.6 to 5.2 nm,[24–27] while the size of

the nanoclusters in this study are smaller; about 1.6, 1.3, and 1.0 nm for Au144(SR)60,

Au38(SR)24, and Au25(SR)18, respectively.[42] MacDonald and co-workers have studied

the size-dependent nature of bonding in these three Au:SR nanoclusters from the X-ray

absorption near-edge structure (XANES) analysis, and also reported about the com-

parison between the valence band XPS for bulk Au and Au144(SR)60 but not that for

Au38(SR)24 and Au25(SR)18.[23] As can be seen in Figure 3.4, the ∆5d of the Au144(SR)60

and Au38(SR)24 show the systematic narrowing of ∆5d as expected from their smaller

size with comparing to the bulk, however the ∆5d of Au25(SR)18 is very close to that of

Au38(SR)24, although the number of Au atoms and the sizes of clusters are different. It

has been established that the Au d-bandwidth and apparent spin-orbit splitting become

narrower as the coordination number (CN) of the nearest Au atom decreases.[43, 44]

In the previous reports for Au nanoparticles, the CNs were estimated from the size

of the nanoparticles using an equation proposed by Pirkkalainen and Serimaa,[45] al-

though the CN depends on the geometric structure, not on the size. Since here single-

composition nanoclusters having well-established geometric structures have been used

as samples,[29, 31, 33] it is possible to determine the average coordination number (ACN)

based on their geometric structures as shown in Figure 3.5. The ACN is obtained by

weighting the CN of each nonequivalent atom of the clusters by the number of atoms
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Figure 3.5 Calculations of average coordination number for (a) Au25(SR)18, (b)

Au38(SR)24, and (c) Au144(SR)60. The cluster models for (a), (b), (c) are taken

from crystal structures in refs[29, 31, 33], respectively. Reprinted with permission

from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Negishi, Y.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima,

A. Size and structure dependence of electronic states in thiolate-protected gold

nanoclusters of Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60 }. Copyright {2013}

American Chemical Society.
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having the same CN. The ACNs of Au25(SR)18, (b) Au38(SR)24, and (c) Au144(SR)60

are estimated to be 6.24, 6.32, and 8.92 based on their structural models.[29, 31, 33] The

first coordination shell distance is defined as 0.29–0.32 nm, which is slightly larger than

the nearest-neighbor distance of bulk Au (0.288 nm). It is found that Au25(SR)18 and

Au38(SR)24 have almost the same ACN although their sizes are different, which is quite

consistent with the obtained ∆5d value. These results clearly indicate that ∆5d of

nanocluster depends not on their sizes but rather on ACNs.

Note that the intensity of the Au 5d5/2 component relative to that of Au 5d3/2 ob-

viously decreased with reducing the cluster size, which is clearly seen in superimposed

spectra normalized to the maxima of the Au 5d3/2 shown in Figure 3.6. There have been

reports on a decrease of the 5d-electron or an increase in that of 5d-hole with a decrease

the size of Au:SR NPs based on XANES measurement on the Au L3-edge, from which

it is possible to probe the unoccupied densities of 5d state just above the Fermi level

arising from s-d hybridization in Au.[23] Zhang and Sham have estimated the contribu-

tion of 5d5/2 and 5d3/2 to the d-hole redistribution by measuring the XANES of Au:SR

NPs at the L3 and L2 edges, which are associated with a dipole transition from 2p3/2 to

5d5/2,3/2 and from 2p1/2 to 5d3/2, respectively, and they concluded that the holes in the

5d3/2 orbitals show a more significant change than that of the 5d5/2.[28] Ohyama et al.,

however, have pointed out that the Au L3- and L2-edge XANES spectra reflected not

only the electronic properties of the Au NPs themselves, but also the large scattering

intensity of the Au-S pair, which is more significant in the L2-edge.[46] Therefore, the

XANES spectra cannot provide straightforward information to quantitatively evaluate

the contribution of 5d5/2 and 5d3/2.
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Figure 3.6 Overlapped Au 5d XPS spectra of Au(111), Au144(SR)60, Au38(SR)24,

and Au25(SR)18. All the spectra were normalized to the Au 5d3/2 intensity.

Reprinted with permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Negishi,

Y.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Size and structure dependence of electronic states in

thiolate-protected gold nanoclusters of Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60

}. Copyright {2013} American Chemical Society.

Alternatively, our XPS measurement directly reveals that the decrement of the Au

5d electron preferentially occurs in the 5d5/2 orbital: The electron depletion in the Au

5d band becomes significant as the cluster size decreases, as shown in Figure 3.6. This

can be explained by the ratio of Au atoms to S atoms ligated. As pointed out by
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Venkataraman and coworkers,[47] it is reasonable that the interaction between Au and

S atoms involves electron donation from the S lone pair to Au 6s and a back-donation

from Au 5d to S states, but it seems that an electron accepting part should be discussed

in detail. In theoretical calculations for ligand-protected Au102(SC7O2H5)44 clusters,[48]

the Au atoms in the outermost layer show a small but distinct positive mean charge,

and DOS for Au 5d in the outermost layer is smaller than those in the inner layers.

Furthermore, for density of states projected on local atomic basis (PLDOS) for S atoms

of thiolate-protected Au25(SR)18 and Au38(SR)24 clusters,[49, 50] theoretical calculations

show that their PLDOS for S 3p are distributed widely in the range from –7 to 0 eV.

Our result clearly shows that a substantial charge transfer takes place particularly in the

outermost Au layer when thiols interact with an Au atom. Since the electronegativity

of an S atom is slightly larger than that of an Au atom, it is likely that a charge transfer

from Au to S occurs from the Au 5d5/2 orbital rather than from the Au 5d3/2. Since

the 5d5/2 orbital is less stable than 5d3/2, it seems reasonable that the 5d5/2 orbital is

more responsible for metal-ligand binding.

The electronic structures of Au25(SR)18
[30, 51–54] and Au38(SR)24

[50, 55, 56] nanoclus-

ters have been extensively discussed based on theoretical calculation. The calculations

based on density functional theory have reveal that the d-band of Au25(SR)18, which

is mostly composed of Au 5d atomic orbitals, is distributed narrower energy range and

have a less component at lower binding energy compare to that of Au38(SR)24.[30, 55]

A similar tendency has also been reported through that comparison of Au25(SR)18

and Au19(SR)13,[54] which reveals the d bandwidth of core-Au atoms becomes narrower

with a decreasing number of atoms, while that of shell-Au atoms are almost unchanged.
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These results are quite consistent with our experimental findings indicating preferential

electron depletion at the lower binding energy side, as shown in Figure 3.6.

3.4 Conclusions

We have systematically investigated the electronic states of Au:SR magic-number

clusters of various sizes using XPS. The Au 4f and S 2p core-level spectra of each

cluster have been interpreted in a manner consistent with their geometric structures.

We have clearly demonstrated the size- and structure-dependent change in the valence

electronic states. These findings will be useful in developing a deeper understanding

of the relations between geometric and electronic structures of other ligand-protected

metal nanoclusters.
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Chapter 4

Chemical Characterization of an

Alkali-like Superatom Consisting of

a Ta-encapsulating Si16 cage
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4.1 Introduction

Recently there has been notable progress in cluster science that has revealed a promis-

ing potential for opening up new avenues of material science based on organic and

inorganic chemistry.[1–10] Following the discovery of carbon-based fullerene,[11] many

synthetic and theoretical investigations have been conducted. In particular, metal

(M)-encapsulating binary nanoclusters, such as M@Bn,[12] M@Sin,[13–23] M@Al12,[24, 25]

M@Au12,[26] and M@Snn,[23, 27] have attracted much attention.

The greatest advantage of the metal-atom encapsulating binary nanocluster is that

their functionalities can be designed by selecting the species of encapsulating central

atom while retaining the geometrical symmetry. Among them, metal-atom encapsulat-

ing Si16 cage nanoclusters of the M@Si16 have been extensively investigated experimen-

tally and theoretically, because they exhibit so-called magic number behavior in the gas

phase,[13–23] and because they seem to have a close affinity for silicon-based electronic

nanodevices.[14, 20, 28] Koyasu et al. firstly discovered the unique magic number behavior

experimentally by generating clusters with the double-laser vaporization method. That

is, the stable charge of M@Si16 changes with the central metal atom. [15] The origin

of the magic number behavior has been experimentally and theoretically interpreted

using two factors of geometric stability resulting from high structural symmetry and

electronic shell closure (68 electrons).[19] Since the electronic closure in M@Si16 is sat-

isfied by encapsulating group-4 atoms (M = Ti, Zr, and Hf) in the neutrals, M@Si16

with group-3 (M = Sc, Y, and Lu) and group-5 (M = V, Nb, and Ta) atoms complete
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the 68 electron shells in the anion and cation forms, respectively.[15–19, 21–23] This means

that superatoms with halogen-, rare-gas-, and alkali-like natures can be fabricated by

changing the central atom of M@Si16. In these extensive discussions of the magic num-

ber behavior for M@Si16, however, there have been a few experimental approaches to

elucidate their chemical robustness even in the free gas phase.[17] This problem was

mainly caused because the amount of generated cluster was limited due to the gener-

ation system. In other words, if one can improve the synthetic quantity of M@Si16,

various evaluation methods will be applicable.

Such caged nanoclusters can be expected to act as a building block for nanocluster-

assembled materials, the chemical robustness of the nanocluster being an important fac-

tor in successfully fabricating functional nanomaterials via the accumulation and aggre-

gation of individual nanoclusters. One of the major strategies for nanocluster-assembled

materials is the formation of a ligated nanocluster, in which an appropriate ligand pro-

tects the nanocluster core geometrically and electronically, to prevent from degradation

of their intrinsic properties induced by aggregation of the nanoclusters. Ligand-free

accumulation is another important route to form the nanocluster-assembled material,

particularly as the properties of an assembly of naked nanoclusters are expected to

be unsteady but revolutionary because of conserving their superatomic nature. This

strategy has a promising potential to discover a novel property of the assembled nan-

oclusters owing to their superatomic interaction, which is attractive from the viewpoints

of providing charge transport with lower energy dissipation and higher mobility.

In order to utilize the superatomic nanoclusters in a naked form for assembly into func-

tional devices, they need to be deposited and immobilized onto a solid-state substrate.
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To perform the size selective isolation of the naked nanoclusters, magic numbered “ion”

formation in the gas phase is a versatile tool to couple with mass spectrometry. The

caged nanocluster of Ta@Si16
+ is a good candidate to examine the superatomic behav-

ior to assemble themselves, because an ion signal of TaSi16
+ (m/z = 630) prominently

appears as magic numbers.[15, 17] Indeed the deposition of Ta@Si16
+ onto a substrate

was examined by scanning probe microscopy/spectroscopy showing the physical prop-

erties of height and the HOMO-LUMO gap on several substrates,[29, 30] but important

chemical issues of their chemical states and stability are unknown for the functional

assembled materials.

Here, we have deposited Ta@Si16
+ (Figure 4.1) on a surface of highly oriented py-

rolytic graphite (HOPG) and probed its chemical state and chemical stability by means

of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which provides reliable information about

chemical status of particular elements by measuring the energy positions of inner-core

electrons. The result shows that the Ta@Si16 deposited on the substrate maintains its

Figure 4.1 A molecule model of Ta@Si16
+. Sixteen blue spheres show Si atoms

and a central green sphere shows a Ta atom.

metal-encapsulating framework even after thermal and chemical treatments, and fur-
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ther revealing the formation of spatially delocalized electronic states owing to the charge

transfer between Ta@Si16
+ and a counter anion, C60

–.

4.2 Experiment

The apparatus and principle of nanocluster generation and photoelectron spectroscopy

were described in Chapter 2. In this section, the experimental manipulation of sample

preparation is introduced.

Briefly, prior to the Ta@Si16 nanocluster deposition, a HOPG surface was cleaned

by cleaving in atmosphere and heating (750 K, >50 h) in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV,

<2 × 10−8 Pa) and coated with a C60 film using a Knudsen effusion cell. The C60

film thickness and growth speed were set to two monolayers (MLs) and 0.07 ML/min,

respectively, under quartz crystal microbalance monitoring. The Ta@Si16 nanoclusters

were generated by magnetron sputtering using a Ta-Si alloy target and Ar+ ions at the

cluster ion source.

By optimizing the condition of the nanocluster synthesis, the Ta@Si16
+ cations were

selectively generated and selectively deposited onto a HOPG substrate by fixing the

quadrupole mass filter at an m/z value of 630 with a mass resolution (m/∆m) of

about 50. Deposition time and average ion current were set to 150 min and 510 pA,

respectively, which corresponds to 5×1013 nanoclusters in total. Assuming a deposition

area of 2.8 × 1013 nm2 (6 mm in diameter) and a Ta@Si16 diameter of 0.8–0.9 nm,[29]

the nanocluster coverage was estimated to be 1 ML.

The deposited sample was transferred to an XPS and UPS system connected with
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the nanocluster deposition system under UHV conditions and exposed to X-ray (Mg

Kα; photon energy (hν) = 1253.6 eV) or vacuum ultraviolet irradiation (He Iα; hν =

21.22 eV). A sample voltage is applied during the deposition to collect the cluster ion

but it was kept to be as close to zero as possible, to typically more than –5 V. The

applied voltage makes it possible to soft land the Ta@Si16 nanoclusters on the HOPG

with a low kinetic energy of < 0.5 eV per atom. The typical deposition amount is

5 × 1013 ions, which is estimated by the ion current measured from the sample and

the deposition time. The diameter of the nanocluster-deposited area is about 8.5 mm.

The nanocluster deposited sample was transferred to the XPS system connected to the

deposition system while maintaining vacuum conditions (about 10−8 Pa).

All XPS measurements were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber where

the base pressure was better than 2 × 10−8 Pa. In the XPS measurement, an X-ray

(Mg Kα, photon energy (hν) = 1253.6 eV) was irradiated onto the sample surface,

and photoelectrons were detected by a hemispherical electron analyzer with a detection

angle of 45◦ from surface normal. The binding energy of core electrons was calibrated

by the XPS peak of the Au 4f core level (see Chapter 3). It was carefully verified that

there were no effects of X-ray irradiation on the XPS spectra for all samples.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Geometric characterization of Ta@Si16 deposited on a HOPG

Figure 4.2 shows XPS spectra (circles) measured around the (a) Si 2p and (b) Ta

4f core levels, where the background component determined by the Shirley method is
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represented with a gray solid line. The ratio between the integrated intensity of Ta
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Figure 4.2 XPS spectra for Ta@Si16 deposited on HOPG around (a) Si 2p and (b)

Ta 4f core levels. The fitted results (red line) and spin-orbit contributions (orange

dotted and green dashed dotted lines) are superimposed in (a) and (b). Reprinted

with permission from {Shibuta, M.; Ohta, T.; Nakaya, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi,

T.; Nakajima, A. Chemical characterization of an alkali-like superatom consisting

of a Ta-encapsulating Si16 cage}. Copyright {2015} American Chemical Society.

4f and Si 2p is evaluated to be 1:1.58 that agrees well with the ratio calculated for

Ta@Si16 (1:1.53) using photoemission cross sections of Si 2p and Ta 4f .[31] For the

chemical analysis of Ta 4f and Si 2p core levels, Shirley backgrounds were subtracted

from the raw data, while XPS of bare HOPG is also subtracted in advance for the Ta

4f . After these treatments, bore core levels were fitted with a Vorgt function having

a full width at half maximum of 1.11 eV, whose Gaussian and Lorentzian contribution
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are 0.75 eV and 0.56 eV, respectively, which is the instrumental broadening determined

based on the measurement of the Au 4f core level for Au(111) surface. (See section

3.3.1) The energy separation and branching ratio for the spin-orbit splitting of Si 2p and

Ta 4f are taken from literature values.[33, 34] The orange dotted lines in Figure 4.2(a)

and (b) represent the component of Si 2p3/2 and Ta 4f7/2, and the green dashed dotted

lines represent Si 2p1/2 and Ta 4f5/2, respectively. As shown by the red lines, both

levels are reproduced with a single chemical component indicating uniform chemical

environments of Ta and Si. These results reveal that a symmetric Si cage is formed

around the Ta atom as a metal-encapsulating cage structure of Ta@Si16, i.e., 16 Si

atoms are isotropically distributed around a central Ta atom.

The energy position of Si 2p3/2 (99.1 eV) is very close to the bulk value (99.2 eV),[33]

while that of Ta 4f7/2 (22.3 eV) is about 0.6 eV larger than that of the bulk (21.6

eV).[34] Since energy positions of both core levels of Si 2p and Ta 4f are sensitive to the

number of valence electrons (about 1 eV shift per a valence electron),[35, 36] the result

indicates that Ta has a slight positive charge, while Si is almost neutral. In fact, the

result implies that deposited Ta@Si16 might be positively charged on the HOPG to

satisfy a 68 electron shell closing, but it is hard to discuss the accurate charge state of

individual Ta@Si16 on HOPG with XPS. This is because the caged Si atoms themselves

are negatively charged owing to larger electronegativity than Ta. Since the donated

electron from the Ta atom is shared with 16 Si atoms, the amount of chemical shift in

Si 2p is too small to determine the charge state.

As discussed below, our STM observations reveal that Ta@Si16 deposited on HOPG

accumulate into small islands. By analogy with alkali-metal atoms on graphite, the
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charge transfer would be much less in the accumulated clusters than the isolated ones,

which is supported by our XPS results for Ta@Si16 on C60 (see Chapter 5). Figures

4.3(a) and (b) show STM images (120 × 120 nm2) obtained from Ta@Si16 deposited on

a HOPG and a line profile taken along the broken line in the image. Island structures

are formed and the islands consist of small dot-shaped components with a height of

about 1 nm, which would correspond to individual Ta@Si16. The results indicate that

Ta@Si16 can accumulate while keeping their superatomic properties, although they do

not show ordered arrangements on HOPG. Since assembled structures are formed not

only by their own interactions but also by surface/interface interactions, a HOPG seems

less likely to form a Ta@Si16 assembly.

4.3.2 Heating effect

Figure 4.4 shows the background-subtracted XPS spectra before and after heating at

a temperature of 720 K for 16 h. After the heating, the Si 2p slightly shifted toward

the higher binding energy (BE) (99.5 eV) and asymmetrically broadened on the higher

BE side, while the shape of Ta 4f was almost unchanged. This suggests that the

surrounding Si cage of Ta@Si16 is somewhat altered by heating, perhaps by partially

coalescing with HOPG or themselves, but the preserved cage prevents the Ta atoms from

interacting with others. In fact, when surface Si atoms are bonded with carbon atoms in

a defect of the HOPG, it has been reported that the Si 2p are shifted to higher energy

to around 101.3 eV.[37] Furthermore, the broadening of Si 2p implies the formation

of amorphous network of silicon atoms.[38] Importantly, on heating, the compositional

ratio of Ta to Si atoms remains constant based on the XPS intensity, Si 2p:Ta 4f =
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Figure 4.3 (a) An STM image (120 × 120 nm2) of Ta@Si16 deposited HOPG

surface. Tip bias (Vtip) and current (It) are –2.3 V and 2 pA, respectively. (b)

Height profile taken along a blue-dotted line in (a). Reprinted with permission

from {Shibuta, M.; Ohta, T.; Nakaya, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Naka-

jima, A. Chemical characterization of an alkali-like superatom consisting of a Ta-

encapsulating Si16 cage}. Copyright {2015} American Chemical Society.
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Figure 4.4 Background-subtracted XPS spectra of the Ta@Si16 film for (a) Si

2p and (b) Ta 4f before and after heating (720 K, 16 h) are shown by blue and

red lines, respectively. Reprinted with permission from {Shibuta, M.; Ohta, T.;

Nakaya, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Chemical characterization

of an alkali-like superatom consisting of a Ta-encapsulating Si16 cage}. Copyright

{2015} American Chemical Society.

1:1.63, and therefore the cage surface of Ta@Si16 seems to be partially fused, thereby

retaining their individuality. In fact, after heating at a temperature around 400 K, the

individual Ta@Si16 are still discernible in the STM images for the aggregated islands.

Figure 4.5 shows STM images of Ta@Si16 on HOPG at (a) 300 K and (b) 400 K. After

heating at 400 K, the STM image was measured around 300 K. After heating, the size

of the aggregated islands was enlarged, but the individual Ta@Si16 nanoclusters are still

discernable in the STM images. Furthermore, the heating lessens the intensity of each

level to about 1/6, which indicates that the deposited nanoclusters aggregate, although

it cannot be excluded that Ta@Si16 itself might desorb from HOPG. This result may

imply that there is a benefit in choosing an appropriate solvent to perform the initial

purification steps, because the heating causes the partial degradation of Ta@Si16.
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Figure 4.5 STM images of Ta@Si16 on HOPG at (a) 300 K and (b) 400 K.

Reprinted with permission from {Shibuta, M.; Ohta, T.; Nakaya, M.; Tsunoyama,

H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Chemical characterization of an alkali-like superatom

consisting of a Ta-encapsulating Si16 cage}. Copyright {2015} American Chemical

Society.

4.3.3 Oxygen exposure

The above results show that Ta@Si16 maintains its metal-encapsulating framework

even after deposition onto HOPG, hence being expected to exhibit high chemical sta-

bility. In order to demonstrate this, the Ta@Si16 deposited on the HOPG was exposed

to oxygen, and its chemical state tracked by XPS. Figure 4.6(a) and (b) shows the

XPS spectra around the Si 2p and Ta 4f levels taken before and after oxygen exposure,

respectively. Each spectrum is normalized by the total intensity after subtracting the

background. Superimposed spectra normalized to the intensity are also shown at the

bottom. The amount of oxygen exposure is noted in Langmuir, L (1 L = 1.33 × 10−4

Pa s). For both levels, no significant difference is apparent below an exposure of 1 × 104
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Figure 4.6 Normalized XPS spectra for Ta@Si16 deposited on HOPG in (a) Si

2p and (b) Ta 4f levels, depending on oxygen exposures in the range 0–5 × 1010

L, where the background are subtracted. For comparison, all series are superim-

posed in the bottom of each figure. Reprinted with permission from {Shibuta, M.;

Ohta, T.; Nakaya, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Chemical charac-

terization of an alkali-like superatom consisting of a Ta-encapsulating Si16 cage}.

Copyright {2015} American Chemical Society.

L. Even after exposing to 5 × 1010 L (0.1 MPa × 60 s) oxygen, the main components

of Si 2p and Ta 4f stay at the energy positions of pristine Ta@Si16, although additional

components appear at higher BE of both levels, which can be attributed to the oxide of

each element. Since it has been reported that surface atoms of bulk Si and Ta start to
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react with oxygen at much smaller dosages, <50 L,[35, 39] our result clearly shows that

Ta@Si16 on HOPG has a very low reactivity toward oxygen.

Although Ta@Si16 shows substantial resistance toward an O2 adsorption reaction,

it does eventually react to form oxides, and the Ta@Si16 becomes markedly distorted.

The O2 exposure evolution of the Ta 4f peak is apparently slower than that of the Si

2p peak, suggesting that the surface Si of the cage is oxidized first, rather than the

central Ta atom. Although the 1s peak of O atoms was observed at the BE of 532.5

eV, attributable to the oxidation states of O2− (Figure 4.7),[35] no clear direct evidence

for (Ta@Si16)2O formation was obtained that would signal the stoichiometric behavior

of an alkali-like superatom.

For comparison, anions of TaSi3 nanoclusters, which cannot have a metal-

encapsulating structure, were deposited onto HOPG and exposed to oxygen. Figures

4.8(a) and (b) shows the XPS spectra around Si 2p and Ta 4f obtained from TaSi3

deposited on HOPG for changing oxygen dosages. Both levels show much broader

structures than that of Ta@Si16. After exposing to 5 × 1010 L oxygen, clear peaks

suggesting single chemical components appeared at the BE of 102.8 eV for Si 2p

and 27.2 eV for Ta 4f7/2, which are close to those reported for a tantalum disilicide

(TaSi2) film oxidized by exposing to air.[36] This result suggests that some of the TaSi3

deposited on HOPG was already oxidized before oxygen exposure experiments. The

oxidation of TaSi3 during the synthesis and/or deposition could be caused by oxygen

impurity contained in the Ar and He gases used to synthesize nanoclusters, because

the concentration of residual oxygen (<0.01 ppm by volume) might be sufficient

to oxidize TaSi3 even in the vacuum sample preparation. The above result clearly
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characterization of an alkali-like superatom consisting of a Ta-encapsulating Si16

cage}. Copyright {2015} American Chemical Society.

elucidates that Ta@Si16 acquire a high chemical stability against oxidation owing to its

metal-encapsulating framework.

4.3.4 Valence band structures

As well as XPS, ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) is a powerful technique

to investigate valence electronic states. However, performing UPS with 21.22 eV photons

for deposited Ta@Si16 exhibits no distinct peaks assignable to the electronic states of
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Figure 4.8 XPS spectra for TaSi3 deposited on HOPG in (a) Si 2p and (b) Ta 4f

levels under the same condition as Figure 4.6, depending on oxygen exposures in

the range 0–5 × 1010 L. For comparison, all series of spectra are superimposed in

the bottom of each figure. Reprinted with permission from {Shibuta, M.; Ohta, T.;

Nakaya, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Chemical characterization

of an alkali-like superatom consisting of a Ta-encapsulating Si16 cage}. Copyright

{2015} American Chemical Society.

Ta@Si16 either on HOPG or on C60/HOPG, as shown in Figure 4.9. With the deposition

of Ta@Si16 onto C60/HOPG, the C60-derived peaks show a small energy shift of 0.2 eV

toward the Fermi level and a new broad component in the low-energy region. Since

similar spectral changes have been observed in the UPS spectra for a sodium (Na)-
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Figure 4.9 Valence (UPS) spectra for (a) HOPG, (b) Ta@Si16/HOPG, (c) C60

monolayer, and (d) Ta@Si16 on C60/HOPG. Reprinted with permission from

{Shibuta, M.; Ohta, T.; Nakaya, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima,

A. Chemical characterization of an alkali-like superatom consisting of a Ta-

encapsulating Si16 cage}. Copyright {2015} American Chemical Society.

doped C60 film,[40] the spectral changes may suggest the alkali-like superatom behavior

of Ta@Si16. Recently, Claes et al. studied the infrared multiple photon dissociation (IR-

MPD) spectrum of Si16V+ and reported that the IR-MPD spectrum is very different

from those of other SinV+ (n = 12–15).[21] It shows no distinct, narrow absorption peaks

but has a couple of broad features. Using a molecular dynamics simulation, indeed, they

suggest that Si16V+ is dynamic, undergoing rapid transitions between nearly degenerate

local minima. The dynamic behavior for Si16V+ might be consistent with no distinct
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peaks in the UPS in this study because fluctuating structures of Si16Ta+ would not

exhibit any stationary electronic states.

4.4 Conclusions

The chemical states and stability of Ta@Si16 deposited on a HOPG have been eval-

uated by XPS, revealing a uniform chemical state of the relevant elements. Combining

these data with evidence of a low reactivity toward oxygen exposure proves that the

metal-encapsulating cage of Ta@Si16 has been maintained after deposition onto the

substrate, a situation which is also supported by the STM. The chemical robustness

of M@Si16 nanoclusters will enable us to construct novel devices utilizing their unique

properties as superatoms. We expect these experimental findings to greatly contribute

to the opening up of a new field of nanomaterial science based on superatom assem-

bly through functionalities that emerge from an atomic scale interaction among naked

superatomic nanoclusters.
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Chapter 5

Charge Transfer Complexation of

Ta-Encapsulating Superatom

Ta@Si16 with C60
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5.1 Introduction

Nanoclusters consisting of several to several hundreds of atoms have recently emerged

as promising building blocks for functional materials implemented to next-generation

chemical and electronic devices.[1–5] Specifically, metal-encapsulating Si16 caged nan-

oclusters (M@Si16) have attracted a great deal of attention because their electronic

properties can be precisely tuned by changing the central metal atom following the

silicon-based material science.[6–11] Because of their 68 electron closed-shell structure,

M@Si16 nanoclusters containing a group 4 metal atom (M = Ti, Zr, and Hf), for

which each silicon atom bears four valence electrons, exhibit rare-gas-like superatom

behaviors.[1, 6–8, 12–14] Their group 3 (M = Sc, Y, and Lu) and group 5 (M = V, Nb, and

Ta) nanoclusters show halogen- and alkali-like nature, respectively, because the excess

or missing electron satisfies the electronic closed-shell structure.[8, 12, 13]

In order to utilize these nanocluster superatoms for functional materials applications,

the halogen- or alkali-like superatoms prefer a counter material to produce a more stable

compound via charge transfer (CT).[10] Surrounding the nanocluster core by a protective

ligand outer layer is one plausible strategy. In fact, numerous charged metal nanoclusters

have been successfully synthesized and isolated by stabilization using electron accepting

or donating ligands in the liquid phase.[4, 5, 15–17]

In contrast, their assembly or aggregate as “naked” nanoclusters are considered very

important for material science applications utilizing their superatomic nature, because

ligand protection may significantly modify their original properties. Vacuum deposition
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onto a substrate offers a workable technique for the treatment and isolation of naked

nanoclusters synthesized in the gas phase. In addition, the interaction between the

nanocluster and the substrate should be designed to achieve their immobilization in a

monodispersed manner. When deposited on chemically inert highly oriented pyrolytic

graphite (HOPG), alkali-like Ta@Si16 nanocluster superatoms diffuse on the surface

and aggregate with each other while maintaining their unique chemical and thermal

robustness.[18]

Molecular films may provide substrates that immobilize the nanoclusters by

superatom-molecule complex formation without surface diffusion or aggregation.

Nakaya et al. have recently observed an individual alkali-like Ta@Si16 nanocluster

on ordered electron-acceptable C60 molecular film by scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM),[19] consistent with nanocluster immobilization. Furthermore, Ta@Si16 readily

forms the stoichiometric one-to-one Ta@Si16C60 complex on C60 films.[19, 20] If this

hypothesis is right, it may give us an approach to choose an appropriate substrate

for immobilizing M@Si16 superatoms. Although the chemical states of Ta@Si16

on C60/HOPG was estimated by comparing its HOMO-LUMO gap with theoret-

ical results, its exact chemical state, which is crucial for the treatment of M@Si16

nanocluster-based CT complexes stabilized by counter molecules, remains unclear.

In this study, the chemical states of Ta@Si16 nanocluster superatom deposited on a

C60 film were determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet

photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). Typically, XPS provides inner core levels to describe

the chemical environment while UPS unveils a valence electronic structure just below

Fermi level (EF), which is sensitively relevant to chemical bond formation. These mea-
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surements revealed that the Ta@Si16 nanocluster generated a new CT complex with

C60 fullerene via one electron transfer. Moreover, the (Ta@Si16)+C60
– CT complex

and oxides of Ta@Si16 displayed high thermal and chemical robustness after heating or

oxygen exposure.

5.2 Experiment

The apparatus and principle of nanocluster generation and photoelectron spectroscopy

were described in Chapter 2. In this section, the experimental manipulation of sample

preparation is explained.

Briefly, prior to the Ta@Si16 nanocluster deposition, a HOPG surface was cleaned

by cleaving in atmosphere and heating (750 K, >50 h) in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV,

<2 × 10−8 Pa) and coated with a C60 film using a Knudsen effusion cell. The C60

film thickness and growth speed were set to two monolayers (MLs) and 0.07 ML/min,

respectively, under quartz crystal microbalance monitoring. The Ta@Si16 nanoclusters

were generated by magnetron sputtering using a Ta-Si alloy target and Ar+ ions at the

cluster ion source.

By optimizing the condition of the nanocluster synthesis, the Ta@Si16
+ cations were

selectively generated owing to its geometric and electronic stability (68 electrons). They

were also selectively deposited onto the C60 film by fixing the quadrupole mass filter at

an m/z value of 630 with a mass resolution (m/∆m) of about 50. The collision energy

of nanoclusters toward the C60 film was kept as low as possible (ca. 5 eV) to avoid

nanocluster destruction and penetration. Deposition time and average ion current were
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set to 150 min and 510 pA, respectively, which corresponds to 2.9×1013 nanoclusters in

total. Assuming a deposition area of 2.8 × 1013 nm2 (6 mm in diameter) and a Ta@Si16

diameter of 0.8–0.9 nm,[19] the nanocluster coverage was estimated to be 1 ML.

The deposited sample was transferred to an XPS and UPS system connected with

the nanocluster deposition system under UHV conditions and exposed to X-ray (Mg

Kα; photon energy (hν) = 1253.6 eV) or vacuum ultraviolet irradiation (He Iα; hν =

21.22 eV). Photoelectrons were detected using a hemispherical electron analyzer (VG

SCIENTA, R-3000) for XPS and UPS photoemission angles of 45◦ and 0◦ with respect

to the surface normal, respectively. In the XPS analysis, the instrumental broadening

of core level was considered as a Voigt function (full widths at half maximum (FWHMs)

amounted to 1.09 eV, for which Gaussian and Lorentzian components equaled 0.75 and

0.56 eV, respectively) determined from a peak analysis of Au 4f core level for a reference

Au(111) surface described in Chapter 3.[21] XPS and UPS measurements were performed

at room temperature for the substrate prepared without or with heating treatments.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 XPS spectra of Ta@Si16 deposited on a C60 film

Figure 5.1 shows the XPS spectra of (a) Si 2p and (b) Ta 4f core levels for Ta@Si16

deposited on the C60 film (Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG). Figure 5.2 shows C 1s core levels for

bare HOPG (bottom), HOPG coated with a 2 ML-C60 film (C60/HOPG, middle), and

Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG (top). In these spectra, the horizontal axis corresponds to the

binding energy relative to the Fermi level, EF.
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Figure 5.1 XPS spectra of (a) Si 2p and (b) Ta 4f for Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG. Fitted

results (red line) and spin-orbit contributions (orange dotted and green dash-dotted

lines) are superimposed. In the fitting procedure, energy separations and branching

ratios were set to 0.6 eV, 1:2 for Si 2p and 1.9 eV, 3:4 for Ta 4f , respectively.[22, 23]

Reprinted with permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi,

T.; Nakajima, A. Charge transfer complexation of Ta-encapsulating Ta@Si16 su-

peratom with C60}. Copyright {2016} American Chemical Society.

Both Si 2p and Ta 4f derived core level signals observed for the Ta@Si16-covered C60

film presented adequate intensities for chemical analysis. Their integrated intensity ratio

between Ta 4f and Si 2p signals after a subtraction of Shirley background (gray line) is

1:1.57. This ratio agreed well with the simulated value (1:1.53), which was calculated

based on a corresponding atomic composition ratio of 1:16 and photoemission cross-

sections for both core levels.[18, 24] This agreement indicates that generated Ta@Si16
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dle), and HOPG (bottom) were fitted using three components labeled by G, F, and

T (see text) after Shirley background subtraction (gray dotted line) Reprinted with

permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A.

Charge transfer complexation of Ta-encapsulating Ta@Si16 superatom with C60}.

Copyright {2016} American Chemical Society.
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nanoclusters successfully deposited on the C60 film with mass selection.

The chemical states of deposited Ta@Si16 were characterized by spectral deconvolu-

tion using the instrumental broadening of the Voigt function. Moreover, energy sepa-

rations and branching ratios resulting from the spin-orbit splittings of Si 2p3/2,1/2 and

Ta 4f7/2,5/2 were set the literature values.[22, 23] The fitted results (red lines, Figures

5.1(a) and (b)) show that the experimental data for Ta and Si atoms can be favorably

reproduced by assuming a single chemical environment for each atom. These results

revealed that the Ta-encapsulating Si16 cage kept its original framework on the C60

film. Therefore, all sixteen Si atoms are isotropically distributed around the central Ta

atom.

Moreover, the binding energies of core levels provided information on the charge states

of the C60-supported Ta@Si16. These binding energies equaled 99.4 and 22.5 eV for Si

2p3/2 and Ta 4f7/2 core levels, respectively. The binding energy of Ta 4f7/2 is 0.9 eV

higher than that of bulk (Ta0: 21.6 eV);[22] while the binding energy of Si 2p3/2 is

almost the same in that of bulk (Si0) within the scattered reported data (99.0–100.0 eV

depending on the dopant).[24, 25] Reported Ta 4f7/2 and Si 2p3/2 core level energy shifts

amounted to 0.9 and 1.0 eV for Ta1+[26] and Si1+,[27–29] respectively. These results

indicate that the central Ta atom in the Ta@Si16 is positively charged like a Ta1+ while

the surrounding Si atoms are neutral, and therefore the overall charge state of Ta@Si16

superatom is monocationic, i.e. (Ta@Si16)+.

Based on the principle of 68 electron shell closure,[12–14] the Ta@Si16 nanocluster ex-

hibits an alkali-like superatomic behavior, which promotes the release of one electron to

produce the electronically stabilized monocation (Ta@Si16)+. From the stoichiometric
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viewpoint, indeed, previous STM results have shown that the uppermost C60 molecules

provided a favorable adsorption site at deposition densities approximating 1 ML,[20] sug-

gesting that Ta@Si16 interacted with C60 in a one-to-one manner. Since C60 displays

high electron acceptability,[30] the deposited Ta@Si16 may be stabilized by formation of

a superatomic CT complex of (Ta@Si16)+C60
–.

Concurrently, the XPS analysis for C 1s showed that the counter molecule C60 adopted

a monoanionic charge state. First, the C 1s peak was analyzed for bare HOPG and 2 ML

C60/HOPG. A graphite-derived C 1s peak typically fits an asymmetric Voigt function

(Doniach-Sunjic line shape with a singularity index) while its C60-derived peak matches

a symmetric Voigt function.[31] The XPS signal obtained for HOPG (area G) was fitted

with an asymmetric peak at 284.4 eV (Figure 5.2, bottom). After fixing the peak shape

and energy position of G, the C 1s peak component derived from pristine C60 film

was extracted as a symmetric peak (area F) with Voigt function by deconvolution of

the spectrum acquired for the 2 ML C60 film (Figure 5.2, middle). The fitted binging

energy (284.8 eV) agreed well with literature values[32] while the area ratio between F

and G amounted to 5.88:1.

The Ta@Si16 deposition on the C60 film (Figure 5.2, top) substantially broadened the

C 1s peak, suggesting that an additional spectral component appeared at a lower binding

energy. This additional chemical component should correspond to the photoemission

from C60 molecules interacting with the deposited Ta@Si16 ((Ta@Si16)+C60
–: area T),

as schematically illustrated in Figure 5.3; the energy position was 284.4 eV. Despite the

considerable energetic overlap between components T and G, the fit was achieved by

fixing the area ratio between C60 (F + T) and HOPG (G) derived signals to 5.88:1, which
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T

Figure 5.3 A schematic illustration of the cross-sectional view for Ta@Si16/2 ML-

C60/HOPG. Reprinted with permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama,

H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Charge transfer complexation of Ta-encapsulating

Ta@Si16 superatom with C60}. Copyright {2016} American Chemical Society.

was determined from the XPS analysis of pristine C60 film (Figure 5.2, middle). The

evaluated intensity ratio amounted to 1.93:3.95 (=1:2.05) between F and T, giving rise

to a F:T:G ratio of 1.93:3.95:1. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the deposition of Ta@Si16

(1 ML) on the 2 ML C60 film chemically modified all topmost C60 molecules, generating

one C60
– layer (top) over a neutral C60 layer (bottom). The estimated intensity ratio

was 1:2.05 between F and T by accounting for the inelastic mean free path of electron

in solid C60 (2.15 nm),[33] in good agreement with the evaluated ratio. This suggests

that the two-layered structure of C60 is formed as shown in Figure 5.3, consistent with

the STM measurements.[19]

Since component T displayed 0.4 eV lower binding energy than F, the C60 molecule

complexed with Ta@Si16 exhibited a negative charge. The degree of electron transfer

was quantified by comparing the XPS results with previous data for C60 monolayer films

deposited on noble metal substrates. A 1 ML C60 film formed on Au substrate exhibited

a C 1s peak at lower binding energy than that of multilayered C60 films. When one
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electron (1 e−) was transferred from the substrate to C60,[34–39] the C 1s peak appeared

at about 0.4 eV lower binding energy than for neutral C60 in multilayered C60 films.

Therefore, the difference in binding energy observed between F and T (0.4 eV) implies

that T corresponds to the monoanionic state C60
–. Interestingly, the binding energy of

C 1s peak for C60 film on HOPG is independent of the coverage, showing negligible CT

between substrate and C60 molecules.

Overall, these analyses of C 1s for the C60 film substrate as well as Si 2p and Ta 4f

for deposited Ta@Si16 suggest that the deposited Ta@Si16 nanocluster associates with

C60 to form a one-to-one CT complex consistent with the superatomic alkali fulleride

(Ta@Si16)+C60
– at the surface. In fact, when the Ta@Si16 nanocluster was deposited

on bare HOPG, which acted as a chemically inert substrate, no additional spectral

component (such as T in Figure 5.2) was observed. Figure 5.4 shows the C 1s XPS

spectra of HOPG before (black) and after Ta@Si16 deposition (red). The binding energy

and peak width remained unchanged upon Ta@Si16 deposition, indicating the absence

of chemical interactions between deposited Ta@Si16 and HOPG.

5.3.2 Heating effect

As expected, the formation of CT complex stabilized the generated nanocluster

superatom on the surface. Figures 5.5(a) and (b) show the influence of heating

on the XPS spectra of Si 2p and Ta 4f core levels for Ta@Si16 deposited on C60

(Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG) films, respectively. Each spectrum was subjected to a Shirley

background subtraction. Upon heating at 570 K, both core levels remained almost

unchanged except for slight broadening of Si 2p. At 620 K, this broadening became
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Figure 5.4 XPS spectra of C 1s core levels for HOPG (black) and Ta@Si16/HOPG

(red). Reprinted with permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama,

H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Charge transfer complexation of Ta-encapsulating

Ta@Si16 superatom with C60}. Copyright {2016} American Chemical Society.

more significant, causing a peak assignable to Si2+ to appear at a binding energy of

102 eV (energy shift: 1.8 eV).[27–29] Further heating at 720 K for 16 h enhanced the

peak broadening to 102.5 eV, implying that trivalent Si atoms (Si3+; energy shift: 2.6

eV) were formed without tetravalent ones (Si4+; energy shift: 3.6 ± 0.3 eV).[27–29]

This strongly suggests that the thermal treatment caused residual oxygen intercalated

inside HOPG to exude and react with over-layered (Ta@Si16)+C60
–, producing oxides
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Figure 5.5 XPS spectra of (a) Si 2p and (b) Ta 4f for Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG be-

fore and after heat treatment. The heating temperatures are noted in the right

hand. The spectra at 300 and 720 K in (a) and (b) are overwritten in (c) and

(d), respectively. In addition, XPS spectra of (e) Si 2p and (f) Ta 4f at 300 and

720 K for Ta@Si16/HOPG are shown. Reprinted with permission from {Ohta,

T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Charge transfer com-

plexation of Ta-encapsulating Ta@Si16 superatom with C60}. Copyright {2016}

American Chemical Society.
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of superatoms. In fact, the XPS signal intensity from O 1s core level grew significantly

above 620 K at about 532.5 eV, which is shown as Figure 5.6. It has been reported

O 1s
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Figure 5.6 XPS spectra of O 1s core levels for Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG before and

after heating. The heating temperatures are shown in the spectra. Reprinted with

permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A.

Charge transfer complexation of Ta-encapsulating Ta@Si16 superatom with C60}.

Copyright {2016} American Chemical Society.

that the O 1s peak position is sensitive to the binding partner because the oxide ion

polarizability strongly affects the binding energy.[40, 41] The result for the O 1s peak

at about 532.5 eV well corresponds to that for O atoms bound to Si in SiO2 (532–533

eV),[41–43] while that for O atoms bound to Ta in Ta2O5 appears at lower energy

region (530–531 eV).[43, 44] This suggests that oxygen atoms form a chemical bond

with Si atoms as Si−−O or Si−O−Si bonds, resulting in a superatom oxide network.
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Interestingly, despite the growth of the O 1s with heating, few fully oxidized signals

corresponding to Si4+ were observed (Figure 5.5(a)), indicating that the oxidation of

Ta@Si16 leads to superatom oxide networks without fully oxidized species, such as

SiO2.

Both bulk Si and Ta surfaces exhibit similar chemical reactivity toward oxygen

atoms.[45] However, unlike Si 2p, Ta 4f mostly retained its spectral shape upon heating,

even at 720 K for 16 h (Figure 5.5(b)). This result clearly indicates that, despite

their partial oxidation, Si atoms surrounded the Ta atom, protecting this central

atom. Therefore, the Ta-encapsulating framework with sixteen Si contributed to high

robustness against thermal or chemical perturbation.

In the presence of C60 layers, the XPS spectra for Si 2p and Ta 4f differed dramatically

after heating at 720 K for 16 h. This difference was more obvious in superimposed

spectra, shown in Figure 5.5(c) and (d). When Ta@Si16 was directly deposited onto

HOPG, the XPS intensities of both core levels decreased to 1/6 under the same heat

treatment conditions (720 K for 16 h) owing to desorption and/or migration of Ta@Si16

(Figures 5.5(e) and (f)).[18] In contrast, these XPS intensities were maintained at 720

K upon introduction of the C60 molecular film (Figures 5.5(c) and (d)). This difference

shows that Ta@Si16 was tightly fixed to the C60 surface by forming the (Ta@Si16)+C60
–

CT complex.

Figure 5.7 shows the XPS spectra of C 1s for Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG before and after

heating at temperatures ranging between 520 and 720 K. The C 1s peak shifted toward

lower binding energy between 520 and 620 K. Despite a difficult peak deconvolution in

a similar manner to Figure 5.2, this peak shift may be attributed to the reduction of
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Figure 5.7 XPS spectra of C 1s for Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG before and after heat

treatment. The heating temperatures are noted in the right hand. Reprinted with

permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A.

Charge transfer complexation of Ta-encapsulating Ta@Si16 superatom with C60}.

Copyright {2016} American Chemical Society.

free C60 molecules.

While the C60 desorption process cannot be discussed quantitatively from the XPS

results, UPS measurements enabled a quantitative assessment of the C60 desorption

because the peaks corresponding to C60 are detectable. UPS spectra measured before

and after thermal treatments confirmed that Ta@Si16 was attached to the C60 sur-

face. Figures 5.8(a) and (b) compare the UPS spectra obtained at different substrate

temperatures for C60/HOPG and Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG, respectively. At 300 K, two
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Figure 5.8 UPS spectra for (a) 2 ML C60/HOPG and (b) Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG

before and after heat treatments. The heating temperatures are noted in the

right hand. Reprinted with permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama,

H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A. Charge transfer complexation of Ta-encapsulating

Ta@Si16 superatom with C60}. Copyright {2016} American Chemical Society.
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intense peaks were observed at 2.2 and 3.6 eV below EF (Figure 5.8(a) top), which are

assignable to C60-derived the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the sec-

ond HOMO (HOMO–1), respectively.[46] When C60/HOPG was heated to 520 K, these

peaks disappeared completely because of the thermal desorption of C60, consistent with

the reported sublimation temperature (469–495 K) at 2 × 10−8 Pa.[47] Instead of dis-

appearing, both C60-derived peaks surprisingly retained approximately 60% of their

original intensities at temperatures exceeding 520 K when the Ta@Si16 nanoclusters

were deposited on C60/HOPG. Since free C60 molecules desorb at 520 K, these residual

C60 molecules on the surface may originate from the (Ta@Si16)+C60
–. The reduced

peak intensity observed for the HOMO and HOMO–1 of C60 could be attributed to the

desorption of free C60 molecules from the surface. In other words, the UPS spectrum at

520 K would represent the electronic structures of the CT complex (Ta@Si16)+C60
–. As

shown in Figure 5.8(b), the HOMO and HOMO–1 peaks shifted toward lower binding

energy by ca. 0.2 eV from those of a pristine C60 film upon heating at 520 K. With

the release of surplus C60, residual C60 should correspond to Ta@Si16-complexed C60
–.

Indeed, the spectral behavior was consistent with that of C60 monolayer film on Au

substrate,[34–39] confirming the formation of (Ta@Si16)+C60
–.

Upon heating to 570 K in Figure 5.8(b), the spectral features were mostly retained

(within 90% intensities), showing that the CT complex did not desorb or decompose

within the temperature range. At 620 K, the C60-derived peaks became weaker and

broader, indicative of complex degradation or migration. In fact, the STM image of the

heated sample (720 K, 16 h) showed aggregated structures on a HOPG substrate from

which free C60 molecules desorbed. Figure 5.9(a) shows an STM image (100 × 100 nm2)
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of Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG after heating at 720 K for 16 h. Island structures consisting of

20 nm 10 nm

a b

Figure 5.9 STM images of Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG after heating at 720 K of (a)

(100 × 100 nm2) and (b) magnified for islands (50 × 50 nm2). Reprinted with

permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi, T.; Nakajima, A.

Charge transfer complexation of Ta-encapsulating Ta@Si16 superatom with C60}.

Copyright {2016} American Chemical Society.

small dots with a height of 2–3 nm are formed on a flat HOPG surface. This result

indicates that free C60 molecules were desorbed from HOPG during heating. Figure

5.9(b) shows a magnified image (50 × 50 nm2) for the dense region where Ta@Si16

nanoclusters cover the substrate. Even after the thermal treatment at 720 K, dot

structures were distinguishable in the image, suggesting the robustness of the Ta@Si16

caged framework.

Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the UPS spectra suggests that the coun-

terpart anion of Ta@Si16 is switched from C60 to other chemical species. At 720 K, XPS

intensities were almost preserved for Si 2p (Figure 5.5(c)) and Ta 4f (Figure 5.5(d))
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despite a negligible amount of residual C60 was detected in UPS spectra. The most

probable species of the counterpart are O2− ions, as discussed above (see Figure 5.6).

Therefore, above 520 K, the counterion exchange started from C60
– to O2− together

with morphological degradation, producing oxides of Ta@Si16 superatom.

The result of Ta@Si16 superatom oxides is consistent to the XPS spectra obtained for

Si 2p and C 1s. As mentioned above, Si atoms were partially oxidized into Si2+ upon

heating. Moreover, the C 1s peak may exclusively result from bare HOPG. Note that

no valence structures were observed for Ta@Si16. Although no explicit justification can

be provided, this may be caused by the fluctuation of Ta@Si16 framework.[18]

5.3.3 Oxygen exposure

In addition to thermal stability, the chemical robustness of (Ta@Si16)+C60
– to-

ward molecular oxygen (O2) was examined at 300 K. Figures 5.10(a) and (b) show

background-subtracted XPS spectra of Si 2p and Ta 4f core levels taken before

and after O2 exposure, respectively. The amount of O2 exposure was quantified in

Langmuir (L, 1 L = 1.33 × 10−4 Pa s) as noted in the figure. As seen in these core

levels, there is almost no significant difference up to the O2 exposure of 1 × 104 L.

Even after 5 × 1010 L O2 exposure (0.1 MPa × 60 s), the main components of Si 2p

and Ta 4f peaks retained at the original energy positions, indicating that most of the

Ta@Si16 framework survived under ambient conditions. This behavior differs from

the performance of Si and Ta surfaces in the bulk, in which they are readily oxidized

below 5 L O2.[27, 48] Furthermore, this tolerance to O2 exposure seems unusual among

the alkali fullerides. For example, potassium atoms in a K6C60 thin film start to react
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Figure 5.10 XPS spectra normalized at peak areas after Shirley background sub-

traction for Ta@Si16/C60/HOPG in (a) Si 2p and (b) Ta 4f levels at oxygen expo-

sure levels ranging from 0 to 5 × 1010 L, where the backgrounds are subtracted.

For comparison, all series of spectra are superimposed at the bottom of each figure.

Reprinted with permission from {Ohta, T.; Shibuta, M.; Tsunoyama, H.; Eguchi,

T.; Nakajima, A. Charge transfer complexation of Ta-encapsulating Ta@Si16 su-

peratom with C60}. Copyright {2016} American Chemical Society.

with oxygen at 2 L and form a surface oxide (K2O2) below 10 L.[49] Interestingly, XPS

spectra of Si 2p and Ta 4f after exposure to 5 × 1010 L oxygen are very similar to the

ones after heating at 720 K, showing that the products were the same. Therefore, the

counterpart of Ta@Si16
+ changed from C60

– to O2− upon heating or oxygen exposure,
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giving rise to Ta@Si16 superatom oxides.

5.4 Conclusions

The chemical states and stability of Ta@Si16 deposited on a C60 film on HOPG were

evaluated by XPS and UPS. The results reveal that Ta@Si16 superatoms combined with

formed C60 to generate the one-to-one superatomic complex (Ta@Si16)+C60
– via CT.

This complex showed chemical and thermal robustness, demonstrating that the metal-

encapsulating silicon nanocluster superatoms have a promising potential to be utilized

for building blocks of novel functional materials.
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6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, the properties of deposited nanoclusters have been investigated using

photoelectron spectroscopies.

At first, the electronic states of three different sizes of compositionally precise thiolate-

protected gold nanoclusters, Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60 (R = C12H25),

have been evaluated by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). The Au 4f core-

levels of the nanoclusters are well reproduced by two spectral components derived from

centered core-Au and positively charged shell-Au atoms, the numbers of which are

determined based on the atomic structure of the nanoclusters. The spin-orbit splitting

of Au 5d5/2 and 5d3/2 in the valence band becomes narrower than that of bulk Au,

depending on the cluster size, which is quantitatively characterized by a reduction in

the average coordination number of Au. The Au 5d valence-band spectra also show that

the charge reorganization of 5d electrons induced by interaction with thiol molecules is

more significant for the 5d5/2 than the 5d3/2 level.

Next, in order to evaluate the properties without interactions between core cluster

strcuture and ligand protections, “naked clusters” have been focused on. Nanocluster

deposition system was developed to reveal the chemical characterization for an alkali-

like superatom consisting of a Ta-encapsulating Si16 cage, Ta@Si16. After evaluating

the performance of the apparatus, a thin Ta@Si16 film was produced on a graphite

substrate, and the local electronic structure of the cage atoms was clarified using XPS

in an element specific manner. The XPS spectra derived from Ta 4f and Si 2p core
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levels have been well modeled with a single chemical component, revealing the formation

of a symmetric Si cage around the Ta atom in the deposited nanoclusters. On chemical

treatments by heating or oxygen exposure, it is found that the deposited Ta@Si16 is

thermally stable up to 700 K and is also exceptionally less reactive toward oxygen

compared to other Ta-Si nanoclusters, although some heat degradation and oxidation

accompany the treatments.

In order to reveal the superatomic character of Ta@Si16, it has been deposited on

an electron acceptable C60 fullerene film, and evaluated by XPS and ultraviolet pho-

toelectron spectroscopy (UPS). XPS results for Si, Ta, and C showed that Ta@Si16

combines with a single C60 molecule to form the superatomic charge transfer (CT)

complex, (Ta@Si16)+C60
–. The high thermal and chemical robustness of the super-

atomic CT complex has been revealed by the XPS and UPS measurements conducted

before and after heat treatment and oxygen exposure. Even after heated to 720 K or

subjected to ambient oxygen, Ta@Si16 retained its original framework, and just forming

oxides of Ta@Si16 superatom. These results show the promising possibility of applying

Ta@Si16 as a building block to fabricate cluster-assembled materials consisting of naked

nanoclusters.

6.2 Outlooks of this research

As described above, the physical properties of mass-selectively deposited nanoclusters

have been evaluated relating to their structures. This work will open up new prospects

for investigation of assembled nanoclusters and bridge the gap between the basic science
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and technology based on nanoclusters.

In this thesis, Ta@Si16 was especially focused on among the metal-encapsulating sil-

icon cage clusters (M@Si16), but the cluster generation system developed so far can

also synthesize other M@Si16 nanoclusters. By combining them, a hetero-dimer film

made of two types of M@Si16 can be synthesized. Since such a dimer would have a

strong electric dipole moment due to charge transfer character, it has a potential to be

utilized for devices.[1] Furthermore, assembling nanoclsuters with atomic level precision

can open up a new era in material science.[2] I hope that this work will help to promote

the investigations of such superatomic nanocluster-based materials.
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